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TRADITIONAL ICELANDIC FOOD
Traditional Icelandic food was born out of necessity dictated by weather and 
circumstances. The preservation of food was a matter of survival over the winter 
months when meat and fish were scarce. Housewives used various methods 
to preserve as much food as possible. Meat was smoked, salted, pickled or put 
in whey for 3 - 4 months, giving it a very specific sour taste . Fish was dried, 
hanged, salted, smoked or allowed to cure for some time. A few examples of 
the “delicacies” made from Icelandic sheep are blood and liver pudding, singed 
sheep heads, smoked lamb and ram testicles! 

If you would like to taste some of these special treats, try Café Loki near 
the HallgrÍmskirkja Cathedral. Try flat bread (flatkaka), sliced smoked lamb 
(hangikjÖt) and some butter to make a tasty snack. Smoked trout on rye 
bread (rÚgbrauð) is also popular. If you plan to go hiking, take some dried fish 
(harðfiskur) with you. It is the perfect lightweight snack. Most of the above 
foods can be found in grocery stores.

LEARN OUR SECRETS
Iceland’s unspoiled nature, free-roaming sheep and rich fishing grounds are the 
main ingredients for the fresh, organic food on offer in the country. If you are 
a vegan or a food connoisseur there will always be something for you to get 
excited about when it comes to eating in Iceland. 

Beint frá Býli or Farm Food Direct is an association of farmers which enables 
you to buy products directly from farms so that you know exactly where your 
food comes from and freshness is guaranteed. If you want to buy organic food, 
this is a great way to go about it. The delicious Icelandic lamb is simply a must 
for any meat lover, and the fresh local organic vegetables are a delight for any 
vegan. Add a “brennivÍn” schnapps as an appetizer to complete the experience . 
Fresh trout, salmon, cod and char are all available for fish lovers and the national 
dessert, skyr, is a dairy delight. In the shopping street SkÓ1avÖrðustÍgur, the 
charming sit-in OstabÚðin Delicatessen sells cheeses, sausages and more.



ICELANDIC ICE CREAM
Icelanders are obsessed with ice cream. You will see it for sale at many gas stations, in most of the 
cafés, and there are also some amazing specialist ice cream shops around the country. Some are 
open until 1 am, so people can enjoy their ice cream at night too. 

YOU MAY WANT TO VISIT THE NITROGEN ICE CREAM BAR LOCATED IN THE OLD BUS BUILDING.

SKYR

Pronounced /skeer/
Skyr is an Icelandic dairy product, 
and it’s been a provision made using 
Original Skyr Cultures that have been 
treasured and preserved for nearly 
1,000 years! Many flavors to try. 

BILBERRY

Taste Like 
Blueberries  
But Better

CLOUDBERRY

Baked Apple 
Taste And  

Hard To Find

LINGONBERRY

Refreshing  
Both Sweet  

And Tart

BLACK CURRANT

Ripe & Tart  
Black Cherry 

Favorite 



ICELANDIC CUISINE
Iceland is surrounded by ocean, so it shouldn’t come as a surprise that fish and 
seafood is a big part of the Icelandic cuisine. Most of the traditional Icelandic food 
revolves around fish, dairy, bread, potatoes, and lamb.

The roots of Iceland’s cuisine comes from the Scandinavian cuisine after Norse 
Vikings settled here during the 9th century and onwards.

Today, food from all over the world is widely available at the restaurants in Reykjavik 
and other cities. A lot of the restaurants specialize in seafood with an emphasis on 
quality of products, rather than the traditional ways of cooking.

Fish and seafood, in general, make up a great portion of Icelandic food due to the 
country’s location in the middle of the ocean. Fishing has been an important way 
to feed the population throughout history and there are at least 340 species of 
saltwater fish recorded.

TRADITIONAL FOODS TO TRY IN ICELAND
HÁKARL – FERMENTED SHARK - Eaten year round, back 
in the day, the shark meat was buried underground in the 
sand for 3 months and later hung up for another 3-4 months 
to dry. It’s poisonous and very toxic. Lots of tourists say it’s 
one of the worst things they have ever eaten.

HARÐFISKUR – DRIED FISH JERKY - Similar to beef jerky, 
it’s considered a delicacy and you can find it everywhere. 
It’s best served with some Icelandic butter.

PLOKKFISKUR - Another traditional dish in Iceland is this 
fish stew.  It consists of boiled cod or haddock filets with 
potatoes, either mashed and scrambled or whole.

KJÖTSUPA – TRADITIONAL LAMB MEAT SOUP - This soup 
is made from the tougher bits of the lamb and a variety of 
Icelandic herbs and vegetables.

SVIÐ – SHEEP’S HEAD - Some say that the cheeks of the 
smoked Sheep’s head are the best meat you can ever eat. If 
you like to try unique foods while traveling, this definitely 
one of them.

HRÚTSPUNGAR – SOUR RAM’S TESTICLES - The English translation for the dish’s name is Sour Ram’s Testicles, which is 
exactly what you will be served.

PYLSUR – HOT DOG - Hot dogs are pretty common as fast food in Iceland.

RÚGBRAUÐ – DARK RYE BREAD FROM A HOT SPRING - Rye Bread is popular to eat in Iceland, and it’s usually served as 
a side to fish dishes. One particular type of Rye bread that you should try while visiting Iceland is the one that’s been made 
from a hot spring!



Do Drink The Water!
Filtered slowly for 5,000 years through layers of lava 
rock, Iceland possesses a highly desirable natural 
water that is bottled without ever coming into contact 
with the open air, ensuring its purity and could never 
hold a candle to bottled water!

DID YOU KNOW?
Beer was banned 

in iceland until

1989!

No worries, there’s 
many brands to 

choose from now.

We’ll be tasting... 

 brennivín
  Locally called...

   svartidauði
    Translates in English to...

     black death
Signature drink...A local spirit which is similar to 
unsweetened schnapps. It is the country’s national 
alcoholic beverage and taste close to vodka.

WE’LL BE TASTE TESTING BRENNIVÍN 
ON SUNDAY, MAY 3, 2020!


